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ABSTRACT 

This Study includes discussion and clarification of the 

phenomenon of synesthesia and its significance in Messiaen' s 

corrpositional technique. Messiaen described chords as "sound 

cort5)lexes," and maintained that conplexes of soiind, not the 

individual tone, produces color. The composer created soxinds 

intended to evoke visual perceptions of specific colors. His 

color-music concept is discussed through examination of two 

pieces from his works for solo piano, Le haiser de I'Enfant-

j6SUS (from vingt regards sur 1'Enfant-jSSUS, XV) , and Le 

courlis cendr6 (from Catalogue d'oiseaux, XIII) . This study 

demonstrates that within Messiaen's piano repertory there is 

internal consistency in his use of pitch, register, harmony, 

mode, rhythm, timbre, and texture to suggest light and color 

in music. Messiaen's extra-musical references to color may 

be literal or metaphorical. However sxibjective the 

composer's inspiration of soxind/color/light may be for a 

work's inception, the compositional devices used are 

exacting, substantive, and phenomenological. 
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Introduction 

Messiaen described chords as "sound conplexes,"^ and 

maintained that the con^jlex of sound, not the individual 

tone, produces color. He further stated that music is 

essentially a series of constantly moving sound complexes. 

Therefore, if each sound complex corresponds to particular 

colors, sound-colors are constantly changing, twisting, and 

spiraling in speed and intensity correlative with the music. 

A singular complex produces a definite color which becomes 

lighter at higher range, and darker in lower octaves. The 

same complex transposed gives a different color. According 

to Messiaen's theory, a sound complex has 12 combinations of 

colors, each corresponding to one of the semi-tones^. 

This paper is primarily an exploration of two 

compositions in which Messiaen created sounds intended to 

evoke visual perceptions of specific colors. Pertinent 

analysis of those coitpositional techniques used by Messiaen 

in specific piano works demonstrates the musical language 

evocative of such color imagery. Increased xanderstanding of 

this musical language illuminates and defines Messiaen's 

intended relationship between light/color and sound in 

selected piano works. 

•^Messiaen's term, sound complexes, may be understood to include or refer 
to vertical structures, clusters, chords of any quality or type, and 
expanded sonorities of tonal or non-tonal variety. 
%essiaen. Address, "Conference de Nocre-Dame," Paris, 4 December 1977. 
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Many commentators consider Messiaen to be one of the 

most influential coirposers of the twentieth century. Though 

Messiaen is not usually identified as the leader of a single 

musical school, his contributions of new material and 

innovative compositional lauiguage are significant. His role 

in seasoning Western music with oriental characteristics may 

be as important as the parallel work of Debussy and Bartok; 

furthermore, he was one of the first Westerners to assimilate 

the use of Indian rhythms. He extended pianistic technique, 

demanding technically and physically exhaustive resources of 

both the instrument and performer. The composer explored the 

creation of musical color through manipulation of timbre in 

most of his compositions, whatever the instrumentation. His 

work includes innovative and unusual combinations of 

instruments, as well as diverse timbres proceeding from an 

original vocabulary of intervallic voicings, "chords of 

resonance," and modes.^ Messiaen was the most influential 

cortposer of the century with regard to the development of new 

scales (modes) , and made a lanique corrpositional contribution 

through his extensive use of birdsong imitations. He was a 

pioneer of exacting serialization, moving beyond pitch 

choices to organization of intensity, timbre, and duration. 

His experimentation with this technique became a point of 

^See pp. 49-50 and 75-76 for discussion of the "chord of resonance." 
Discussion of Messiaen's modes of limited transposition begins on p.52. 
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departure for other corrposers, among them his students 

Boulez, Stockhausen, Xenakis, and Jean Barraque.'* 

The subject of this stuc^ is a vital conponent of 

Messiaen's unusual contribution to music. Music is 

frequently described through metaphor, including use of color 

words and shades-of-light words.^ However, Messiaen's 

frequent reference to color is more than metaphorical; it is 

specific and literal. Messiaen's individual approach to 

harmony, rhythm, and timbre was contingent on his arguably 

obsessive interest in "color music." The rich product of his 

perspective was a language imfettered by traditional 

prescriptive forms, rhythms, or time constraints. 

The piano repertory is an excellent subject for study of 

Messiaen's tone/color techniques because it encompasses a 

complex array of simultaneous sonorities, timbres, and 

rhythms. In addition, Messiaen dedicated much of his output 

to the piano, suggesting that the instrument offered a 

suitable palette of tone/color possibilities for his 

purposes, 

In this writer's opinion, Messiaen's works for piano are 

of major significance in the general piano repertory due to 

their musical integrity and originality. His genius was 

manifest in his synthesis of preceding and existing elements 

^Carla Huston Bell. Olivier Messiaen, p.134. 
%usical tones, sonorities, and textures are routinely and necessarily 
described by musiciauis in terms of visual perceptions, such as: dark, 
light, shimmering, crystalline, murky, kaleidoscopic, colorful, pale, 
bright, etc. 
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of style with his own ideas, and in his profound influence on 

the metamorphosis of music in many genres, not the least of 

these the piano repertory.® 

Although much has been written about Messiaen and his 

music in general, a comprehensive investigation of sound-

color relationships within his piano repertory is still 

needed. This docxjment is an attenpt to build upon existing 

materials concerning Messiaen's piano music,and to 

demonstrate that his color-music concept is a vital key to 

expanding a pianist's understanding of the composer's intent 

with respect to form, gesture, timbre, sonority, time, and 

rhythm. Such understanding may siitplify the performer's task 

of grappling with Messiaen's complex, sometimes difficult, 

musical language. It is hoped that the docxament will be a 

valuable reference and an essential tool for both listeners 

and performers in understanding and enjoying Messiaen's piano 

music. 

The primary source for ir^ work is the con^oser' s piano 

music. I will also include salient examples of orchestral or 

ensemble pieces that prove helpful in illustrating Messiaen's 

language. 

Various published interviews with Messiaen provide key 

information on the con^joser's views, as does the Notre-Dame 

®Peter Hill. The Messiaen Companion, pp.l-10, 15. 
"'e.g.; Hill, Companion (life and works); Paul Griffittis, Olivier 
Messiaen and Che Music of Time (musical style and compositional 
language) ; Mich^le Reverdy, L'asuvre pour piano d'Olivier Messiaen 
(piano works). 
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address cited on page 10. Messiaen's own piiblished writings 

on the siibject of color and music are essential, even though 

at this time® they are limited to the Prefaces and Notes to 

his pxablished works, and to liner notes on recordings of his 

works. The introduction to Messiaen's text. Technique de won 

langage musical, indirectly addresses color/sotind 

relationships. 

Technical and scientific studies in the field of 

color/sound have proven useful to this study as secondary 

sources of information. These sources include articles and 

monographs, including case studies. 

®At the time of this writing, Messiaen's second treatise on music and 
his compositional language is in preparation for publication. Three 
volumes of the treatise, Trait6 de rythme, de couleur, et d'omithologie 
(Paris: Leduc) are now available. The subject of color is dealt with in 
the seventh voliiine. See Hill, Companion, pp. 284-285. 
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Studies In Synesthesia 

There exists today a large body of published scientific 

research in the area of synesthesia. Several distinct angles 

of discussion dominate this body of work. While the subject 

of this study in music concerns itself primarily with 

documentation around the phenomenon of "colored sound," it is 

not possible to adequately define this phenomenon without 

placing it in context within a larger framework. Some of the 

mystery enshrouding common understanding of "colored sound" 

arises from inadequate, incorrect, or loosely applied 

terminology, an understanding of which is often further 

obscured by casual, yet appropriate, use of metaphor. For 

this study, part of the task must be to clearly state at the 

outset the terminology to be used, then clarify through 

exposition, comparison, and examples what that terminology 

does and does not mean. Finally, the validity of concepts 

discussed may then be supported with pertinent docxamentation. 

SvnesthQsia DP.fined 

Synesthesia, from the Greek syii (union) , and aisthesis 

(sensation), literally means a joining of the senses. 

Synesthetes apparently experience parallel sensations, during 

which they hear colors, taste shapes, see pain, and may have 

their various senses filled with color. The experience is a 
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product of the brain, not a product of the inind or its 

creative workings.® 

Accounts of research carried out by Sir Isaac Newton in 

1704 relate that Newton attempted, and failed, to derive 

mathematical formulas that could explain or support a theory 

of frequency of soxind waves in correlation with light 

wavelengths. Even before Newton, the philosopher John Locke 

observed and documented the case of a blind man who 

discovered that perceiving the color scarlet was like hearing 

the sound of a trumpet. 

The first possibility is that the blind man may have had 

an involuntary sensory experience that allowed him to 

perceive the color scarlet in conjtinction with his perception 

of the sound of a trumpet. This discovery by the blind man 

had nothing to do with speaking in terms of sound symbolism, 

or expressing color in poetic, metaphorical language. An 

association of synesthesia with the imagination is often 

assumed, which is further confused by entering into an 

overlap or continuum with the similar language of imagery. 

As Richard E.Cytowic, M.D. writes, "While interesting in its 

own right, the deliberate, volitional, and intellectual act 

of poetically bringing about sensory fusion is distinct from 

the involuntary sensory experience that I am discussing. In 

^Richard E. Cytowic, synesthesia: A Union of the senses, p.2. 
•'•°Cytowic, The Man Who Tasted Shapes, pp.52-53. 
^•^Cytowic, Synesthesia, p. 12 . 
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fact, sound symbolism emd other poetic types of synesthesia 

are its polar opposite."" 

As early as 1810, Goethe's book, Zur Farbenlehre (Theory 

of Color), explored correspondences between color and other 

senses. Following accounts published in French and German in 

1890 and 1927 discussed the most common form of synesthesia, 

that of colored hearing. Studies of the phenomenon of 

synesthesia state the explicit definition that it is an 

involuntary experience in which the stimulation of one sense 

caused a perception in another. Real information gathered 

through one sense is accorrpanied by a perception in another 

sense. The accottpcinying perception is regarded by the 

synesthete as real, often outside the bo<^, and not merely 

imagined in the mind's ̂ e.^ 

Colored Hearing 

The five senses: sight, sound, taste, touch, and smell 

could produce ten possible pairings. Studies have shown that 

synesthetic relationships usually operate in one direction 

only, which would theoretically double the possible n\mber of 

unique cocnbinations. For the purposes of this study, this 

discussion will focus particularly on the two possible sight-

sound synesthetic pairings. 

"Cytowic, Tasted Shapes, p.233. 
^Cytowic, Synesthesia, p.2. 
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The synesthetic experience of sound-sight and its 

reverse most often is specifically described as colored 

hearing-, or chromesthesia. Colored hearing and chromesthesia 

are synonymous terms which I will use to refer to the sight-

sound or sound-sight synesthetic experience. Of the twenty 

possible synesthetic combinations, the two chromesthetic 

phenomena occur most frequently. Colored hearing often 

includes, especially in speech and music, hearing sound much 

like an ordinary perception of sound, yet accortpanied by 

visuals of colors, shapes, patterns, brightness, and 

movement. 

Dr. Cytowic preserved the observations of one 

chromesthete in his account of her original words, 

"...whenever I hear music, or even if I read music, I 

see colors. When I listen to music, I see the shapes on 

an externalized area about 12 inches in front of my face 

and about one foot high onto which the music is visually 

projected. Sounds are most easily likened to 

oscilloscope configurations--lines moving in color, 

often metallic, with height, width and, most 

importantly, depth. My favorite music has lines that 

extend horizontally beyond the 'screen' area."-^® 

Certainly this subject's chromesthesia is described as a 

heightened sensory experience beyond that which a common 

"Cytowic, Synesthesia, p.26. 
^^Cytowic, Tasted Shapes, p.53. 
^®Cycowic, Synesthesia, p.24. 
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hearing of music is understood to be. It is possible from 

this point of departxire to enter the realm of describing an 

imaginative, artistic, or associative analysis of the 

subject's colored hearing sensation. That departure will be 

taken later in this chapter, as this study will in turn 

e3q)ose the less than scientific explanations which have been 

attached to the synesthetic experience. The reader is 

reminded by Cytowic that "appreciating music in terms of 

verbal metaphor is quite another thing from having an 

involuntary synesthetic photism." 

Another subject in Dr. Cytowic's research offered 

information that clarifies just what the synesthetic 

experience can be, particularly to eliminate possible 

confusion with a poetic associative ideation. This 

particular subject also stated that sounds made her see 

colors, and that high-pitched or loud ones could be 

inordinately painful. Cytowic documented her as being 

"polymodal, although seeing colored photisms in response to 

soxind ranained her dominant mode. She also perceived color 

in response to smell and taste. In the case of ir^ beeper, 

the three beeps caused her to see red jagged lines 'like 

lightening bolts.' Each was acccnpanied by a stabbing pain 

in her forehead."^® 

Cytowic, Synesthesia, p.181. 
i®Cytowic, Synescbesia, p. 10. 
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Scientific Explanations 

Aroxind 1900 a popular interest in synesthesia reached a 

peak, during which time psychological theories atteirpted to 

explain the phenomenon. By 1925 interest had waned, long 

before practical studies uncovered knowledge that would 

unravel the scientific secrets within the mystery. Today, 

nearly one century later, accepted concepts of cognitive 

processes have evolved to a degree that synesthesia now can 

be discussed within the learned sciences of functional 

anatomy, neuropsychology, and neurophysiology.^ 

Conclusive evidence shows that synesthesia occurs in the 

left hemisphere of the brain. Dr. Cytowic concludes that the 

phenomenon involves temporal lobe-limbic structures and is 

not a function of the cerebral cort:ex in the conventional 

sense. Language does not have a role in synesthesia, nor is 

the phenomenon a heightened form of common metaphoric 

expression. Synesthesia shows similarities with perceptions 

of eidetic2° memory, temporal lobe epilepsy, release 

hallucinations, sensory deprivation, and drug-induced 

synesthesia. Cytowic further establishes that "synesthesia 

resides only in the left hemisphere and that the hippocartpus 

is an important node in the neural machinery that generates 

the parallel perception. 

^cycowic, Syneschesia, p.2. 
^°Eidecic memory is highly accurate, detailed memory characterized by 
vivid visual imagery. 
^•^Cytowic, Syneschesia, x.; p.91. 
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The four categories of occurring synesthesia are 

idiopathic (involuntary stimulus-inciuced union of the senses, 

present in childhood and persisting for lifetime), simple, 

epileptic, and induced {electrical or drug).22 

Color in Case Studies 

There is no formula for sound-color correspondency, nor 

for any other form of sensory fusion. Cromesthetes' sound-

color correspondences are consistent for the individual, yet 

remain unique from subject to subject. One synesthete, 

having never known of someone like herself, was enlightened 

by reading Vladimir Nabokov's autobiographical book. Speak, 

Memory.She discovered that Nabokov's synesthesia was the 

same as hers: seeing (saying) every letter of the alphabet 

and every nuiriber in a specific color, though his colors were 

not the same as hers.24 

High pitches may correspond to certain colors, cuid low 

pitches to other certain colors, also uniquely specific to 

the subject. For exanple, a sound-color matching task 

COTpleted by one siabject showed that notes she perceived as 

high generated predominajatly pink responses, while low notes 

were predominantly blue.^s 

^^Cytowic, Synesthesia, p.325. 
^^vladimir Nabokov, Speak, Memory, pp.34-36. 
^^Cytowic, Synesthesia, p.37. 
^^Cytowic, Synesthesia, p.182. 
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Artists. Musir;iana. and Synesthesia 

Early piiblished discourses on the subject of synesthesia 

appeared in French in 1890 {L'Audition Color6e, by Suarez de 

Mendoza), and in German in 1927 {Das Farbenhoren und der 

synasthetische Faktor der Wahmelmamg by Argelander) . 

However, the science and art communities had lost interest in 

the sxabject of synesthesia by about 1925, before insights 

from neurological findings could be docimiented or applied. 

Nineteenth-century French scientists attempted to 

explain synesthesia in terms of associations, meanings, and 

feelings. This abstract method of explanation was not only 

congruent with the contemporary language of psychology, but 

also with the language of romanticism in art and music. With 

the rise of surrealism, symbolist poetry, and automatic 

writing^'^ in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, aspects of the unconscious drew the attention of 

scientists and artists. 

The end of Romanticism in visual arts was marked by the 

Irt^jressionist movement (about 1900 to 1930s), followed by a 

shift from representational to abstract art. The romanticism 

of feeling associated with synesthesia dissipated, while 

2®Cytowic, Synesthesia, p.91. 
Automatic writing here refers co automatism, "the act or doctrine, 

especially of the Surrealists, of allowing the unconscious mind to find 
expression through uncontrolled or uncensored images." Webster's 
Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary. 
2®Cytowic, Synesthesia, p.4. 
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illumination, color, emd shape emerged as new scientific 

approaches to visual art. 

A knowledge of the prevalent style and artistic milieu 

proceeding and contenporary with the career of the ccnnposer 

Messiaen is helpful for a thorough xinderstanding of his 

musical language. Reference to synesthesia appears to be 

common in writings about artists and musicians such as 

Messiaen, though studies reveal that fine artists are not 

overrepresented among synesthetes. Cytowic offers insight 

drawn from the life and work of one of the most influential 

visual artists of the century, Vasily Kandinsky, whose core 

of artistic expression seems to parallel that of Messiaen. 

Vasily Kandinsky (1866-1944) was a synesthetic artist 

who perhaps had the deepest understanding of sensory 

fusion. He had stopped objective representation in his 

paintings after 1911, being more interested in 

expressing a vision than in illustrating surface 

reality... .His model to express his transcendent vision 

was music. He explored harmonious relationships between 

sovind and color and used musical terms to describe his 

paintings, called them "cCTttpositions" and 

" iitqprovisations." 

Kandinslqr and a handful of conten^orary artists, among 

them Arnold Schoenberg, were members of the avant garde Blaue 

2®Cytowic, Tasted Shapes p.55. 
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Reiter^® group in Vienna. The symbolist movement promised 

Kandinsky the artistic fusion he sought, one outgrowth being 

his one-act opera Der Gelbe Klangr (Yellow Sound, 1912) . His 

personal absorption with Theosophy, Eastern thought, and 

scientific writings supported his spiritual views, including 

the idea that art concentrates on an intuitive process and 

direct experience, which synesthesia represents. 

Kandinsky wrote about the overlapping of individual 

perception of color, taste, touch, scent, aind soxind. His 

discussion of the phenomenon of synesthesia blurs into 

explanation of association, to the degree that the reader is 

reminded of the careful distinctions that must be made. 

Analyzing a fellow synesthete who ate a particular sauce and 

always simultaneously tasted "blue," without seeing blue, 

Kandinsky wrote: 

In highly sensitive people, the way to the soul is so 

direct and the soul itself so impressionable, that any 

impression of taste communicates itself immediately to 

the soul, and thence to the other organs of sense (in 

this case, the eyes) . This would imply an echo or 

^°The Blaue Reicer, or Blue Rider, was a group of artists in the early 
twentieth-century, centered generally arotind Munich, known for their use 
of Fauve color: "vivid colors in immediate jiixtaposition, contours 
usually in marked contrast to the color of the area defined, and 
representational images not described by local color." other strong 
characteristics of the Blue Rider style were "forms distorted for 
structural or emotive purposes." Webster's, s.v. 'Blaue Relter, " 
'Fauve." 

^^Cytowic, Tasted Shapes, p.56. 
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reverberation, such as occurs sometimes in musical 

instruments which, without being touched, sound in 

harmony with some other instrument struck at the 

moment. 

The preceeding passage is an example of the loosely 

applied or vague terminology in analysis of perceptual 

experiences. In discovering that Kandinsky communicated 

using the terms soul, taste, visual perception, echo, sound, 

and harmony, all to the end of describing a single taste 

experience, the reader finds that the languages of real 

perception, virtual perception, and metaphor as perception 

seem to be used interchangeably in description of experience. 

Examining Kandinsky's writings more closely, the reader 

finds that the artist does presxime differentiation between 

actual synesthetic experience and the association of color 

perception with one or more of the other perceptual 

modalities. The following excerpts allude not to synesthetic 

awarenesses, but to sinple association (using the eye of the 

visual artist) of touch-texture, physical density, or similar 

physical properties. 

But not only with taste has sight been known to work in 

harmony. Many colours have been described as rough or 

sticky, others as smooth and uniform, so that one feels 

inclined to stroke them... .Equally the distinction 

between warm and cold colours belongs to this 

^^Vasily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art, pp.24-25. 
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connection. Some colours appear soft..., others 

hard..., so that even fresh from the tube they seem to 

be dry. The expression 'scented colours' is frequently 

met with. And finally the sound of colours is so 

definite that it would be hard to find anyone who would 

try to express bright yellow in the bass notes, or dark 

lake in the treble. 

The reader is nearly convinced by this passage that Kandinsky 

has emphasized solely the association of color and physical 

properties, until the statement is made, "the sound of 

colours is so definite." It is known that for the artist 

this would have been a perceptual definition, a description 

of a phenomenological event, not only an association or 

metaphor. Just as abruptly, a return to the vague language 

of association is made within that same sentence, "who would 

try to egress bright yellow, " inferring that no real 

perception would be inherent in the attempt. 

^^Kandinsky, p.25. 
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Development of Messlaen's Musical lianguage 

Background and Lifc> 

Olivier Messiaen was bom December 10, 1908, in Avignon, 

France. His mother, C^cile Sauvage, was a poetess who 

exercised considerable influence over his axtistic 

development and growth of character. His father was a 

skilled translator of Shakespeare's writings, and encouraged 

the very young Messiaen to "live" and interact with 

Shakespeareein characters as if th^ were real persons. Among 

the gifts the eight-year-old Olivier received at Christmas 

from his family were the musical scores of The Damnation of 

Faust (Hector Berlioz) and Mozart's opera, Don Giovanni.^* 

At age eleven Messiaen entered the Paris Conservatoire, 

ouid studied there until 1930. His instructor in piano was 

Georges Falkenberg; harmony and theory, Jean and Noel Gallon; 

organ and counterpoint, Marcel Dupr6; history, Maurice 

Emmanuel; percussion, Joseph Baggers; and conposition, Paul 

Dxakas.^s 

In 1931 Messiaen was appointed organist at La TrinitS, 

Paris, a post he maintained until his death in 1992. 

In Paris there grew a post-war, post-iit5)ressionistic 

trend toward small-forms, eclectic eighteenth-century dance 

movements, jazz, and other popular fashions of a 

comparatively lighter aesthetic. The influence of wit 

^^Claude Rostand, French Music Today. 
^%obert Sherlaw Johnson, Messiaen, p. 10. 
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prevailed at the hand of artists such as Cocteau, Satie, and 

Les Six. In opposition to Les Six and in support of a more 

serious artistic aesthetic, Messiaen allied himself in 1936 

with three other yoiong French composers; Andr4 Jolivet, 

Daniel-Lesur, and Yves Baudrier. They became knovna as La 

Jexme France. The group presented their music in concert in 

Paris, printing in the program a manifesto stating their 

reaction against the current tendency toward what they 

considered trivial in high art.^® 

In 1942 Messiaen was appointed Professor of Harmony at 

the Paris Conservatoire. It is noteworthy that his students 

learned and analyzed Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring (1913) 

and Schoenberg's Pierrot Lunaire (1912), works which at that 

time were not accepted classics in the repertoire.In 1943 

he began teaching private classes in composition at 

Delapierre's house. Among Messiaen's most notable students 

were the pianist Yvonne Loriod, Pierre Boulez, and Karlheinz 

Stockhausen. 

The solo piano suite Vingt regards sur 1'Enfant-J4sus 

was completed in 1944, and has since taken its place as a 

peak among the con^lete works of Messiaen. Also in 1944, 

between March and September, during the liberation of Paris, 

he composed Trois petites liturgies de la Presence Divine and 

wrote the treatise. Technique de mon langage musical. The 

Companion, p.169. 
^"^Anthony Pople, The Piano Music of Olivier Messiaen, 1989. 
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liberation was seaningly symbolic of the beginning of a new 

phase for Messiaen, during which his musical analysis class 

was founded. 

Messiaen's reputation as a coirposer of integrity gained 

a stronghold with the premiere performance of the highly 

original Trois petites liturgies in April, 1945. Critics 

took issue with the reactionary harmonic style, unusual 

instrumentation, and Messiaen's language of dissonance. 

Catholics expressed outrage at what they perceived to be a 

vulgarization of sacred liturgy; non-Christians cuid others 

thought religious ritual was out of place in the concert 

hall. 

In 1947 Messiaen gave up teaching private lessons, 

having been named Professor of Analysis, Aesthetics, and 

Rhythm at the Paris Conservatoire. The title disguised his 

true professorship in cortposition. At that time, an open 

appointment as professor of cort5)osition would have caused a 

fury of controversy in musical circles. 

Messiaen introduced his students to the Viennese School 

(Schoenberg and Berg), and to his analyses of Stravinsky's 

The Rite of Spring and Debussy's Pellias et Milisande.^^ 

In 1948 he completed Turangalila-symphonie, which was 

first performed in 1949, in Boston, with Leonard Bernstein 

conducting. Subsequently he began classes in composition and 

analysis all over Europe and in America. Music theorist John 

^®Aiitoine Gol6a, 'French Music Since 1945,' p.24. 
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D. White suggests that "it was probably in his classroom that 

'total serialism' came into being. In his classroom 

analyses, particularly of the works of Webem, it began to be 

clear that not ony pitch but also rhythm and other elements 

of music could be treated serially. 

Influences 

Messiaen was inspired by his surroundings in the 

mountains of Dauphiny, near Grenoble, where he lived during 

World War I. Several works bear the evidence of the 

significance to him of the grandeur and beauty he experienced 

in the physical world: Montagnes {Hara.w±) , Les Mains de 

I'aJDime (Livre d'Orgue) , Chocard des Alpes {Catalogue 

d'Oiseaux) , and Et exspecto resurrectionem wortuorum 

(intended to be performed in vast spaces: churches, 

cathedrals, open air, high mountains) 

Messiaen's conventional training from the Conservatoire 

is evidenced in the roots of his compositional style as 

discussed in his Technique. The foxmdation of fugue and 

sonata forms are undeniably present, yet govern Messiaen's 

individual craft only conceptually, without confining 

content. His perspective grew out of the anti-syirphonic 

^^John D. Whice, Theories of Musical Texture in Western History, 
p. 17 6-77 . 
Johnson, p.9. 
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school (D^ussy) rather than nineteenth-century symphonic 

tradition.*^ 

D^ussy was one of Messiaen's major influences, 

particularly through the music of the opera Pell^as et 

MSlisande, a score to which he was introduced by his harmony 

teacher at age ten.^2 whole-tone scale that appears in 

the first measure of Pell6as initiated the "suspension of 

tonality" in Western music. Debussy retximed the use of the 

barline to its original fxinction, that of simply rendering 

polyphony coherent and synchronized in performance. He 

looked back to the modes of chant and the Orient, and turned 

to diverse rhythmic structures of suitiquity. in Debussy was 

begun a revolution in which timbre would reign over all other 

musical elements. 

Messiaen's early works reveal the strong influence of 

Debussy, evident in sheer voluptuosity and iridescent 

clusters of harmony. Beyond the early works Messiaen became 

Debussy's successor, in that he went on to systonatize the 

use of Gregorian modes and Oriental modes, and devised 

additional modes of his own. As Pople observed, Messiaen 

developed the language of the whole-tone and octatonic scales 

much further than either Debussy or Scriabin, "drawing it 

towards his control of acoustic phenomena by inventing modes 

Johnson, p. 13. 
^2johnson, p.9. 
^^Gol^a, p.22-23. 

^^Rostand, p.55. 
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that come closer to the pitches of the natural harmonic 

series than does the diatonic scale."*® Messiaen also picked 

up where Debussy's adventures left off in the area of rhythm, 

pushing out the boundaries further, and finding new systems 

of organization. Messiaen's use of the Indian rhythms, his 

rhythm's independence from melody and harmony; his original, 

modem ear for timbre; and his continuation of D^ussy's 

lead, essentially flowed directly into the developing musical 

languages of the post-war composers.'*® 

Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring was revered by Messiaen 

as one of the great works of his time. Though early on he 

had absorbed from Dukas considerable influence in 

orchestration techniques, Stravinsky's ideas also maintained 

irr^ortance. Primarily, Messiaen agreed that each work 

determines its own orchestration, and that the reign of the 

strings (the nineteenth-century style) was no longer 

in^ortant. 

Messiaen's major self-proclaimed influences other than 

Debussy, Dukas, and Stravinsky, were Berg, Jolivet (for whom 

he held deep admiration) , Rimsky-Korsakof f, and Moussorgsky. 

The ethos of German romanticism (styles embodied in the 

works of composers such as Wagner, Strauss, and Mahler) was 

not in aesthetic alignment with Messiaen's personal or 

artistic sympathies. The serial concepts of Schoenberg, 

^^Pople, 1988, pp.4-5. 
^®Pople, 1989. 
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Berg, euid Webem grew out of that expanded post-Romantic 

compositional technique. In 1944 Messiaen stated his 

dissatisfaction with pitch-based serialism of Schoeiiberg aind 

Berg, and suggested serial duration, serial intensities, and 

serial timbres (resulting in Mode de valeurs et 

d'intensit6s) 

Messiaen's teachers Emmanuel and Dupre had introduced 

him to Greek rhythms,*® and he discovered the 120 Indian 

decitalas, the rhythms of the Indian provinces, listed by 

Shamgadeva in the thirteenth-century treatise, Saiogita-

ratnakara. Pople saw Schoenberg's ±rapa.ct. on Messiaen in his 

cultivation of quasi-serial techniques: a ritualistic use of 

original modes, and the incorporation of rhythmic formulas of 

ancient Greece and India. 

Aesthetics 

Messiaen stated that he was a "Catholic cooposer", and 

that all his works, "whether religious or not, are documents 

of faith glorifying the nystery of Christ. 

White points out that while Messiaen's religious and 

spiritual expressions are personal, this fact does not limit 

their relevance. Gregorian chcuit, for exair^jle, has "played 

^•^Pople, 1989. 
*®The Greek rhythms incorporated into the composer's rhythmic language 
are the poetic meters; AntibaccMus, Bacchius, Cboriambe, Cr^tiQue, 
Dactyle, Dochmius, the four nitrites, lambe, Amphimacre, and Spondee. 
Trinity M^dia Comrmmication, Olivier Messiaen: Homme de foi, p. 101. 
^^Quoted in Rostand, p.46. 
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an inportant role in the history of musical textures from its 

first uses in ninth-century polyphony, in its use as cantus 

finrnis, as incipits in medieval and Renaissance polyphony, in 

its transmutations in the Lutheran chorale, and many other 

instances up to the present time."5° Indeed, the role of the 

church and its music in the lives and work of the towering 

figures in Western music is fundamental. Messiaen's 

integration of his religious, spiritual life with his 

creative, musical life was seemingly reactionary when viewed 

in the context of his contemporaries. 

Messiaen's idea for Vingt Regards was borrowed from 

writings of Dom Columba Marmion and Maurice Toesca; still 

more theological inspirations came from the writing of St. 

Thomas Aquinas, St. John of the Cross, and others. He was 

also inspired directly by art depicting Christ, the Virgin, 

and Christ as Word of God.^^ The idea of the jioxtaposition of 

the various images/glimpses is that "the work in its entirety 

tells us of the impossibility of beholding Christ's majesty 

all at once: each image represents a small but nonetheless 

transcendental facet of His existence. 

Messiaen aimed to produce "a sparkling music which would 

give voluptuously refined pleasure to the ear. In a concert 

the listener will submit to the music, first will merely be 

charmed in order gradually to be led toward that kind of 

5°white, p.37 0. 
^^Pople, 1992. 
"Pople, 1992. 
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theological rainbow which the inasical language tries to be 

and from which we seek to derive edification.. 

s^Quoted in Rostand, p.59. 
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Messiaen's Compositional Tecbnlgue 

The fimdamental characteristics of Messiaen' s vinique 

rhythmic language are explained in detail in the treatise. 

Technique de moa lang-age musical. The following five 

specific techniques sxanmarize several characteristics of the 

coiiposer's rhythmic language. 

1. In ametrical music a free, yet precise pattern 

organizes rhythm, frequently in relation to prime numbers. 

The opening measures of Le Courlis Cendr6 (The Common 

Curlew) illustrate this characteristic rhythmic style. 

Messiaen gives no meter, yet the sixteenth-note rhythmic 

pattern establishes itself as regular and repetitive. The 

opening phrase is stated three times, punctuated by silence 

of three sixteenth rests. The prevalence of the prime number 

3 is apparent. The total number of sixteenth-value pulses is 

13, the sum of 10 notes plus 3 rests. 
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Ex~le 1: Le Courlis cendre. mro.l-3. 
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Reproduced by permission. Editions Alphonse Leduc & Co., Paris, France. 

2. Messiaen uses deci-talas, from the array of one 

hundred and twenty Hindu rhythmic patterns found in the work 

of a thirteenth-century Hindu theorist, Sharngadeva. Deci

talas significantly influence Messiaen's approach to rhythm, 

and appear repeatedly in his compositions, often with notes 

in the score naming the particular deci-tala in use. 

3. Rhythms appear in augmentation, diminution, and with 

added values, for the purposes of creating variants, 
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transforming existing metric balance, and achieving the 

desirable prime number errphasis. Pople's analysis of 

Messiaen's supple rhythmic language in Vingt Regards 

describes the result. 

The rhythms widen the scope of a vocabulary based on 

repeated units by freely allowing the expansion or 

contraction of individual note-values; the larger 

phrases are similarly open to extension or 

foreshortening, giving an extraordinary fluency of 

utterance. 

To illustrate this third component of rhythmic style, 

see Example 1 above, in which measures 1-3 of Le Courlis 

CendrS illustrate a fluid repetition of 13 sixteenth-note 

values. Measures 4-5 follow with a twice-stated harmonic 

variant of the opening phrases, appearing with an extension 

of the rhythmic motive to a total number of 21 sixteenth-note 

pulses. The significance of 21 emerges, a product of prime 

numbers (3 x 7) , each of which figures prominently as a 

numerological symbol in Messiaen's compositions. 

^^Pople, 1992, p.3. 
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4. Messiaen's use of non-retrogradable rhythms^s 

acdiieves a "certain unity of movanent (where beginning and 

end are confused because identical) The conposer explains 

his concept in liner notes to Turangallla: 

For a long time in the decorative arts (architecture, 

tapestry, glazing, flower beds) motifs, inversely 

symmetrical [sic] axe used, axremged around a free 

centre. This phenomenon is fo\ind in the veins of tree 

leaves, in the wings of butterflies, in the hxjinan face, 

and even in ancient magic formulae. The non-

retrogradable rhythm does exactly the same thing.^7 

5. Messiaen mixes and layers rhythmic forms and their 

variants, producing superpositions, polyrhythms, rhythmic 

canons, rhythmic pedals, amd ostinati. 

Vingt Regards XV, "Le haiser de 1'Enfant J6sus," 

presents several examples of these rhythmic techniques, one 

of which is illustrated in Example 3. The principal theme of 

the piece contains the rhythmic motive of three eighths 

followed by a half note (Example 3a) . This rhythm is 

scxnetimes augmented (expansion), as in its varicuits in 

measures 63 and following (Exaitple 3b), and other times is 

subjected to diininution (contraction, mm. 71-72. Ex. 3c). 

^®Non-retrogradable rhythms have a symmetry of order, the retrograde 
sequence of which produces the exact order of values as in the original 
direction. Thus, non-retrogradcLble indicates that the retrograde 
sequence is not distinctive from the original. 
^®Messiaen, Technique de mon langage musical, p.21. 
^Quoted in Stuart Waumsley, The Organ Music of Olivier Messiaen, p.39. 
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Simultaneously, an additional rhythmic interest emerges as 

the right and left hand outer voices present this rhythmic 

diminution section in an interplay of canon at the octave 

(Ex. 3c). 

Example 3a: "Le baiser de l'Enfant Jesus" mm.l-3. 
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Example 3b: "Le baiser" mm. 63-65. 
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©1947. Editions Durand, Paris. Reproduced by permission. 
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Rnll. 
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©1947. Editions Durand, Paris. Reproduced by permission. 

Messiaen specifies and uses four types of rhythmic 

notation. The first method "consists of writing the exact 

values, without measure or beat, while saving the use of the 

bar-line only to indicate periods and to make an end to the 

effect of accidentals ... " 58 There is no marked meter, though 

periodically the composer may supply specific metronomic 

indications. This first method is the most important to this 

study, as it is the type of notation used in the Catalogue 

and the Vingt Regards. 

The second method employs meters specified by the 

composer in the score. The meters may change frequently, yet 

are consistently marked. This method is useful in the case 

58Messiaen, Technique, p.29. 
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of several performers. Un vitrail et des oiseaux (1986) 

exenplifies this method of frequent changes in meter. 

The third method uses gatherings of rhythms outside 

normal or traditional meters. The rhythmic groupings are 

labeled at measure heads by symbols that indicate exact beats 

and durations. Figure 1 shows symbols invented by conductor 

Roger D4sormi4re, used by Messiaen in the voice and orchestra 

version of Poemes pour Figure 2 shows additional 

symbols used by the con^joser to indicate the number of beats 

per measure in this notation system. 

Figure 1; Rhythmic Signs 

I 

Figure 2: Rhythmic Signs 

i 

^^Messiaen, Technique, p.29; Technique, Vol.II, p.ii. 
®°MessiaGii, Technique, Vol.11, p.il. 
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Finally, the fourth method (called "false" by Messiaen) 

organizes rhythins into arbitrary meters. The meters have no 

sxabstantial relationship to the rhythms, yet facilitate 

organization or reading for performance. Though the metric 

structure may be disguised by a strictly utilitarian choice 

of notation, in performance its true nature emerges.®^ 

Melody 

A distinctive principle in Messiaen's language grows 

from his conviction that the fine-timed musical ear hears 

F-sharp among the overtones of a low C. He argues that this 

F-sharp leans strongly toward C in melodic contours. C may 

then be regarded as the melodic resolution of F-sharp." 

Exaitple 4 shows the resolution of the F-sharp to C in the 

harmony of a C major chord with the added sixth. 

Example 4: F-sharp to C resolution 

ff 

m 
A cadential passage from Le baiser, Example 5, shows the F-

sharp to C resolution, imbedded in the harmony of the chords, 

yet prominently discernible to the listener. 

®^Joel Lester, Analytic Approaches to Twenciech-Century Music, p.24. 
®%essiaen. Technique, p.31 
®^Messiaen, Techniqpje, vol.11, p.33. 
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E~le 5: Le baiser. mro.l9-22 
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©1947. Editions Durand, Paris. Reproduced by permission. 

The second distinctive interval chosen for melodic 

contours is the descending major sixth. The principle of 

introducing a succession of melodic notes with wide changes 

of register is also used. 

Hindu ragas, folk song, and plainchant melodic contours 

serve as points of departure for Messiaen's melodic 

inventions. Specific examples cited by Messiaen in Technique 

illustrate the wide melodic leaps and frequent repeated notes 

of one raga-influenced melody. Characteristic folk song 

contours are created by the use of the intervals of 

descending fourth or rising minor third. Plainchant contours 

are recognizable where rhythms seem to be generated by the 

text underlay, including melismatic figurations, and frequent 

step-wise melodic motion. These several idioms are 

recognizable in Messiaen's compositions, and the application 

of the composer's unique language to the essential idiom is 

evident. 

In development, Messiaen may subject melodic material to 

the process he calls elimination. As is often the case in 

the treatise, Technique, Messiaen credits Beethoven for the 
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birth or establishment of this compositional technique. The 

elimination treatment involves fragmentation of thematic 

material, and/or omission of selected notes. Each subsequent 

repetition of thematic material finds the material fragmented 

further. The melodic material thus becomes more 

concentrated, or reduced, to its essence, the effect being 

that of greater impact or emphasis as the material reappears. 

Example 6 illustrates melodic elimination in conjunction with 

rhythmic diminution and canon. 

Example 6: ULe baiser' mrn.69-73. 
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Messlaen sometimes begins with a melodic formula or 

mode, and by using the process of interversion, simply re

ordering the notes, develops the melodic material. He 

credits his composition mentor. Marcel Dupr6, as the first to 

use and identify this technique. 

The composer uses ostinato combined with interversion to 

bring the music to a climax in measures 90-94 of Le baiser, 

excerpted in Exanple 7. The left hand provides an ostinato 

of four cluster-like sound conplexes, heard eleven times. 

Meanwhile, in rhythmic unison the right hand also executes an 

ostinato-like passage of four soxind-cluster corrplexes, heard 

eleven times, each time in a re-arranged order. The ninth 

amd tenth soiindings iterate a new sound-conplex not present 

in any of the other iterations. 
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Example 7: "Le baiser" nun.90-94. 

©1947. Editions Durand, Paris. Reproduced by permission. 

Hannony 

Most of the time constructional harmonic relationships 

play no part in Messiaen's music. The exceptions are 

progressions of I-V or IV-I. Harmony does not function 

through tension or relaxation. The structure of the music 

often presents a context of timelessness, within which 

harmony and the implied moods are perceived. This technique, 

derived from Debussy, creates static rather than dynamic 

music. 
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In Chapter 14 of the Teclmigue, Messiaen supports his 

theory that twentieth-century harmony emerged from overtones. 

Overtones present the sonority Messiaen termed the chord of 

resonance, which supposedly "contains nearly all the notes 

perceptible, to an extremely fine ear, in the resonance of a 

low C" converted to tempered tuning. 

John D. White's comments encourage one to judiciously 

analyze Messiaen's harmony in conjunction with elements of 

timbre or texture: 

Perhaps there is something arbitrary in Messiaen's 

reasoning that "the chord of resonance" [see p.75] is a 

manifestation of the overtone series, especially his 

assertion that the tones of the chord are heard in 

tempered timing. The seventh partial of B-flat is so 

much flatter than the tendered B-flat as to be 

unrecognizable as the same note, and the eleventh 

partial of F-sharp is also considerably flatter than its 

tempered covinterpart. While we may hear these tones as 

part of the total configuration of the fundamental, we 

do not hear all of them converted to tendered tuning. A 

fascinating aspect of "the chord of resonance" is the 

fact that the top four tones, which form a half-

diminished seventh (Dm'^) , are a mirror image of the 

bottom four, which form a major-minor seventh (Mna'^) . Its 

unique harmonic charm may be a result of this bi-chordal 

®^Messiaen, Technique, p.50. 
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symmetry rather than any association with the overtone 

series. By extension, all the pitch classes of tempered 

timing can be heard in the overtone series, so any 

complex chord of eight or more tones will have some of 

this quality. Also, the harmonic effect of so con5)lex a 

chord depends to a significant degree upon how the tones 

are deployed vertically a factor of texture. 

Messiaen's Technique asserts that it is iit?)ossible to 

distinguish consonance from dissonance. Since harmonies, 

either fimctional or simply sonorous, are extended to 

simultaneously include both consonance and former concepts of 

dissonance, functional harmony no longer exists as a primary 

structural tool in this coitposer's work. Messiaen's harmony, 

therefore, needs be considered decorative rather than 

completely functional. His general perspective is that of 

tonality absorbed into the broader concepts of modality and 

polymodali ty. 

An essential principle is that of the added note, which 

involves the added sixth, seventh, ninth, or eleventh (e.g., 

C triad with the P#) . The harmonic language of Le Baiser is 

replete with use of the added note technique. The opening 

measures of Le Baiser {Exan^jle 3a), illustrate the 

characteristic added sixth or ninth. This exanple is 

indicative of the technique as used throughout the piece. 

®®Whit:e, Theories, p.37 3. 
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Example 8 provides an illustration of lush, recognizable 

harmony inserted into a context of abruptly contrasting 

birdsong transcription. The harmony is slightly yet 

profoundly colored with an added ninth in a root position F-

sharp minor arpeggiated figure. This is one appearance of 

motivic material the composer marks as wave material, which 

is expanded later in the piece by extension into 10-note, 

then 12-note dissonant harmonic effects. 

ExaiDQle 8: Le courlis cendre m.59. 

sq T r e s '"if ( • • = 17 6 ) 

.tJ' 

Reproduced by permission. Editions Alphonse Leduc & Co., Paris, France. 

Other unique approaches to harmonic expression are 

explained by Messiaen in Technique. For example, he uses the 

word resolution to describe movement of an F# to a C, which 

in terms of conventional composition is not a resolution at 

all. 66 

66Messiaen, Technique, Chapter 14. 
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In Chapter 13 of Technique Messiaen writes of 

appoggiaturae without resolution, passing tones that do not 

pass, and "foreign notes with neither preparation nor 

resolution." He explains that Rameau, Qiopin, Wagner, 

Massenet, and Qiabrier all made use of these "added notes," 

and that Debussy and Ravel "installed it definitively in the 

musical language." To Messiaen, these "foreign notes which 

insidiously transform the tint of the chord" are analogous to 

added values which "make the rhythms limp deliciously. 

Scales and Modes 

A straightforward claim is offered by Pople regarding 

Messiaen's language of harmony: "In the domain of melody and 

harmony, the symmetrical modes of limited transposition are 

prominent, often lending their characteristically rich 

colouration to stable tonal areas, as is heard, for example, 

in the very first regard. 

®^Messiaen, TectmiQue, p.40. 
®®Pople, 1992, p.3. 
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Example 9: Vingt regards sur 1 'Enfant-Jesus. I. "Regard 

du Pere" rmn.l-3. 
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©1947. Editions Durand, Paris. Reproduced by permission. 

Messiaen's idea of employing original scales, i.e. the 

modes of limited transposition, was not new. The use of the 

whole-tone scale by Debussy and the octatonic scale by 

Skryabin had already begun to forge a new path, which 
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Messiaen sinply continued to explore with his own tools and 

singular vision. 

As a group, the modes of limited transposition were 

devised by Messiaen, and are not to be confused with the 

earlier modes of the Middle Ages or the Greek modes. The 

modes are chromatic, and are based on the twelve notes of the 

equal temperament system. Messiaen's modes serve as a 

consistent foundation for much of his melodic and harmonic 

lcuiguage.®5 

In tenns of common compositional theory, the most 

familiar of the modes is the whole-tone scale. This scale 

was not invented by Messiaen, yet it is one of the modes and 

shares the characteristics of the other original modes. The 

whole-tone scale may be tramsposed only once before it occurs 

in duplication of itself, thus it is "of limited 

tramsposition." Each of the modes may only be tramsposed a 

certain nxiinber of times before it appears again, 

enharmonically identical to the original. 

The second mode of limited transposition is known among 

coomon conqpositional devices of the twentieth century as the 

octatonic scale, which consists of alternating whole and 

semi-tones. There axe only 3 scales or trauispositions: D, D-

sheurp, and E. The scale in any k^ contains four tritones. 

®®Acliilles G. Calenti, 'Musical and Formal Interrelationships in 
Messiaen's Catalogue d'Oiaeaux,' p.4. 
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and it allows traditional, sounding melodies and 

arpeggiations. 

The G-major-triad-plus-C# is a characteristic harmony of 

t h e  o c t a t o n i c  s c a l e  a n d  f o r  m u c h  o f  M e s s i a e n ' s  m u s i c . T h e  

following exair^jle from Le Balser shows the build-up to the 

climax of a brilliant passage which is entirely C# octatonic 

(Exaiiple 10) , Mode 2, second transposition. Following am 

octatonic scale descent to the bass register, the C#-major-

chord with G-maj or-arpeggio ascent with dan^jers raised is 

captured as one harmony (Example 11) . The passage 

exemplifies a bitonal usage of harmonic possibilities present 

in the Mode 2, octatonic scale. 

^°Lester, p.166. 
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Example 10: "Le Baiser" rrqn,53-SS. 
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Example 11: uLe baiser" rn,S6, 

©1947. Editions Durand, Paris. Reproduced by permission. 
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Fom 

Messiaen enploys the song-sentence, binary, and ternary 

sentences as his characteristic forms for phrase form, based 

on the following structures: song-sentence form involves 

antecedent and consequent structure, with variants or 

commentary (development of theme); binary and ternary 

sentences use the form of alternating theme and commentaries, 

with sectional departure from and subsequent return to the 

tonic."'-'- These forms are not unlike traditional song forms 

and sentence structures commonly used by many composers. 

Messiaen refers in the treatise to his use of the fugue 

and sonata forms. He reveals that his homage to tradition 

relies mainly on utilizing sectional treatment of material 

rather than strict use of outdated, external, or arbitrary 

structures, harmonic or otherwise. 

As described in Messiaen's Technique, plainchant serves 

Messiaen as a model for melodic contour, and also exists in 

his works as a frequent model for structural form. 

Specifically, plainchaint forms of the kyrie, psalm, alleluia, 

sequence, and anthem have significantly influenced Messiaen's 

structural style. 

Waumsley quotes the conposer in his discussion of the 

fourth meditation of La NativitS du Seigneur (1935) , "Le 

Verbe." Watamsley points out that stylistic unity is achieved 

''Messiaen, Tecbni<jue, p.37. 
^^Messiaen, TecbniQue, chapter xil. 
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in the section marked "extr^nent lent et soleanel," which the 

composer states has £orms 'related to Hindu ragas, plainsong 

sequences euid graduals, cuid the ornate chorales of Bach." 

Wa^lInsley believes that the harmonies here create tension and 

sustain movement through to the next phrase. He further 

describes the quality of the passage with the following 

quotation from Alain Dani6lou's The Music of North India: 

Unlike Western music, which constcmtly changes and 

contrasts its moods, Indiam. music always centres on one 

particular emotion, which it develops, explains smd 

cultivates, upon which it insists. 

Sectional organization, particularly evident in the 

juxtaposition of contrasting materials, is an essential 

structural tool in Messiaen's language. Calenti comments in 

general terms concerning Messiaen's structures: 

Symmetry smd form are estcQslished by relationships of 

timbre, texture, pitch, cSb/namics, and rhythm. ... [Later 

works reveal that] formal sections are arranged 

symmetrically... .The Catalogue, for exanqple, is quite 

sectionalized in form. ...This sectionalization is the 

basic aind most importeuit aspect in Messiaen's conception 

of form and is the basis for the entire Catalogue.''* 

73Quote<i in Waumsley, p.36. 
"^^Calenti, p.27. 
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In the third movement of the Quatuor, Calenti remarks that 

birdsong is interspersed and juxtaposed with non-bird 

material. The sudden parametric changes which occur 

between these materials become form defining elements in 

this and later works. The juxtaposition of these ideas 

becomes indispensible in Messiaen's conception of form, 

and is the basis for formal structure in all birdsong 

related works. 7s 

Example 12 from Le Courlis illustrates a characteristic 

sudden change from birdsong (Herring Gull) to non-bird 

material (the waves), and back again. 

Example 12: Le Qourlis rnrn.58-64. 
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75calenti, p.23 . 
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A characteristic formal technique in the birdsong pieces 

is Messiaen's insertions of marked silence amidst blocks of 

sound, always at strategic places in the form. That is, 

silences separate sections of the piece from other sections 

with different parameters, or set off returns. Silences are 

effective punctuators, working well to mark or frame unifying 

material, providing effective relief from sound, and allowing 

for unmasked decay in sonority. 

Example 13 from Le Courlis shows the closing measures of 

a long section of the Curlew's vocalization, marked by a full 

measure of weighted silence, to be followed by the first 

cycling of the piece's non-bird material, the uwave" motive. 

&xamgle 13: Le Cour1is mrn.36-41. 
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The serial techniques used fay Messiaen were derived from 

his own theories of rhythm, structure, and form in 

con5)osition. Messiaen defied the constraints of conventional 

serialism in most twentieth.-century musical language. Lester 

describes Messiaen's point of departure: 

Messiaen used recurring rhythmic patterns as ostinatos 

or pedals. Combined with a pitch series, the 

construction is similar to use of isorhythm in 

fourteenth-century music, where the rhythmic series 

(talea) and a melody (color) recur out of phase, giving 

ever- changing combinations. 

Messiaen does not use series as a way of developing 

or relating groups of pitch-classes to one another. The 

recurrence of series with no changes in register over 

ever-changing rhythms reduces pitch action to a minimum 

and creates a static area or a static backgro;ind within 

which there is only limited motion. These techniques 

help produce the hypnotic effect of the long expanses of 

time so characteristic of his music. 

The first movement of the Quatuor vividly illustrates 

how Messiaen organizes various parameters using independent 

but simultaneous serial procedures to produce a form 

analogous to a crystal endlessly turning slowly in its 

display case. Specifically, 

"^^Lester, pp.264-65. 
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[Messiaen] treats a series of twenty-nine chords in the 

piano part as an ordered series. This chord sequence 

recurs throughout the movement in changing rhythms. 

Mecmwhile, the cello part repeats a series of five 

pitches, also in changing rhythms."" 

The first of Quatre 6tudes to be written was Neumes 

rythmlques (1949). It exen5)lifies Messiaen's original 

application of the notion of serialism. Pople describes its 

recurring rhythmic 'neixcnes' as "a handful of sonorities 

grouped together by their rhythmic and cS^Tiamic character, 

which are combined and recombined like so many musical 

atoms. 

Timbre 

The piano presented a most suitable medixim for 

Messiaen's unique sound. In the piano, Messiaen had at his 

disposal cm array of sonorities and timbres, limited only by 

the technical capacities of the performer. Pople makes 

several astute coocienteiries on Messiaen's exploration of the 

sound potential of the piano: 

Messiaen's music is notable for its exploration of the 

resonant decay of the sound.... [Each chord leaves] its 

own particular intermingled afterglow of 

pitches... .Messiaen works with terraced dynamics, so 

''^Lester, p.264. 
•^®Pople, 1988, p.7. 
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that a melody is often coloured by the quieter sounds 

that surround it ... [The] subordinate parts are at times 

so ethereal in tone that they cannot be regarded as 

harmonies in the usual sense: these composed-in 

resonances are scarcely heard in themselves but serve 

instead to transform the colour of the main strand of 

sound. 79 

Messiaen's works frequently are comprised of layered 

textures, where several independent layers of sound produce a 

complete texture. Often one or more of the layers is an 

ostinato, integrating elements of rhythmic and serial 

interest as described in previous discussions. Examples 14 

and 15 show this layering technique. 

Ex~le 14: Le baiser. mro.71-72. 
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79pop l e, 1988, p.4. 
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ExamPle 15; Le baiser. mro.S6-88. 

©1947. Editions Durand, Paris. Reproduced by permission. 

Birdsong 

Messiaen's birdsong style is a synthesis of his 

transcription of natural bird calls, of Indian rhythms, and 

of modifications to 12-tone serialism. Calenti found that 

Messiaen's most important distinction in musical style from 

the 1940's to 1958 was the use of birdsong as the essential 

material of camposition. 80 He gave the following description 

of Messiaen's adaptation of natural birdsong to compositional 

and performance limitations: 

What is obvious about birdsong is that it is not exact 

imitation. Birds sing at extremely fast tempi, and in a 

socalenti, p.l5. 
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very high range, both of which are impossible to 

reproduce on conventional instruments. Also, birds do 

not sing in well defined, teipered intervals, emd 

adjustments must be made for this aspect of the 

trcuiscription— .The birdsong of Messiaen is not some 

haphazard, inaccurate exercise in transcription, nor are 

they absolutely "authentic", but they are a thorough cuid 

comprehensive integration of all the techniques of 

con?>osition which Messiaen had at his disposal. 

Messiaen believed the picuio to be the instrument most 

capable of expressing his birdsong tremscriptions. 

The rendition of timbre is particularly difficult, 

especially on the piano. Everyone knows that timbre 

represents more or less a great number of harmonics. It 

is therefore necessary to look for \inexpected 

combinations of sounds, reinverted for each bird. On 

the other hand, by the extension of its register and the 

immediacy of its attack, it is the only instrvunent 

capable of combatting the speed, tempo, and placement of 

high sounds of certain (bird) virtuosos. 

Several conposers throughout music history have included 

birdsong in occasional works, usually as a special effect. 

®^Calenti, p.18. 
82Quoced in Calenti, from liner notes of Vega recording of Catalogue 
d'Oiseaux. 
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Messiaen attempted exact reproductions of bird calls, and the 

calls became essential raw material for many compositions. 

The corrposer approached his task with cdasolute devotion to 

the beauty of the birds' songs in nature, replete with rapt 

attention to the accorr?)anying habitat. Traveling the world 

in search of indigenous birds, he transcribed their songs 

exactly as he heard them, notating the specific pitches, 

intervals, and rhythms as accurately as his ear could 

perceive, with this foundation, he then subjected the 

material to transformation and interpretation in various 

compositions. 

Messiaen's first use of birdsong in composition (the 

cortposer had been notating birdsong since his teens) is the 

opening of the first movement of the Quatuor. A poignant 

insight is the conposer's suggestion of a bird in flight, 

contrasting his own imprisonment of 1941 during which the 

Quatuor was written and first performed. Messiaen's earliest 

composition in which he named a specific bird in the score is 

vingt regards sur 1'Enfant-JSSUS. 

In Messiaen's compositions the birdsongs create a 

musical matrix analogous to the sounds and surroxindings in 

the birds' natural habitat {Reveil des oiseaux, for orchestra 

and piano solo, 1953). Another style of treatment, where the 

cortposer uses an abstract collage of birdsongs from all over 

the world, is found in Oiseaux exotiques for orchestra and 

piano solo, 1956. 
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Messiaen encountered several recurring difficulties in 

the transcription of birdsong, which he solved by making the 

following adjustments. First, most of the calls as they 

exist in nature begin smd are sting so swiftly it is 

iirpossible to reproduce them a tempo in live musical 

performcuice (electronic means excepted). Therefore, Messiaen 

slowed the terr5)i. Second, most of the calls occur at pitches 

much higher than the tessitura of the natural voice or 

instruments; therefore, he lowered the transcriptions from 

one to as many as four octaves. Third, the birdsongs 

incorporate microtones unavailable on conventionally txined 

contejporaxy instruments (especially keyboard) . In this case 

the composer compranised by enlarging the intervals, yet 

retaining all the intervallic proportions within the melody. 

The greatest challenge was reproducing the natural tone 

quality of birdsong, for which Messiaen developed a technique 

of \inique chord constructions and harmonic resonances. 

Because a single bird Ccui vary its song, the cooposer also 

incorporated variations and inprovisations in the music, 

including variations sung in response to the changing light 

of day. 

Examining Messiaen's use of birdsong is crucial for a 

better understcuiding of his application of color concepts. 

Messiaen linked birds' distinctive colored markings to his 

subjective colored sonorities. His collection of piano works 

based on birdsong is sizeable, and demonstrates a remarkably 
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unique craft. Nevertheless, the techniques through which he 

achieved the color effects in birdsong imitation are 

consistent with his work in corr^jositions devoid of birdsong 

material; the modes of limited transposition, unique chordal 

resonances for timbral effect, and special voicing and 

registers of intervals. 

Pitch material varies with each bird, yet interval sets 

may be common or partially common among several birds. This 

commonality becomes an overall iinifying element of the 

Catalogue. 

Concerning rhythm outside of the natural presentation in 

the birdcall, Calenti observed, "An inporliant factor in the 

early birdsong works is that there are no instances of use of 

the Greek and Indian rhythmic modes, which are to be used 

extensively in later works. 

The Catalogue d'oiseaux of 1956 to 1958 was a 

culmination of Messiaen's work with birdsong up to that time. 

Pianist Peter Hill's commentary describes the Catalogue as 

"teeming bird-landscapes [,]...fascinating birdsong mosaics"; 

noting that what the Catalogue achieves matches in size the 

peaJc achievement of vingt regards.^ The Catalogue features 

Messiaen's fully-developed language of birdsong, with 

rhythmic (entirely ametrical) and modal techniques of the 

^^Calenci, p.22. 
®^Peter Hill, The Piano Music of Olivier Messiaen, p.3. 
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post-war period, including modes of limited transposition and 

rhythmic devices. 

Numerical symbolism figures prominently as an 

orgsuiizational device- There axe seven books, within which 

77 different birds are depicted. The performance time is two 

and one half hours (or, 2.5; 2 + 5 = 7). Within the seven 

books there are thirteen pieces, the sequence and sizes of 

which have a palindrcanic form. 

The titles of the pieces refer to the dominant bird of 

the piece. Some individual works proceed programmatically 

from morning events to evening events, presenting different 

birds as they appear at specific times through the course of 

the time elapsing. Each piece is prefaced with its program 

in notes from the composer. Despite the widely divergent 

pieces in the Catalogue, individual bird types receive 

consistently similar treatment with respect to tempo, 

dynamics, mode, register, and rhythm, yet rarely appear in 

exact repetition.86 

Color 

It appears that Messiaen experienced synesthesia, 

specifically chromesthesia, in the harmony of music. That is 

to say, he perceived sound-conplexes and chords together with 

con^jlex colors. Neither tones, keys, tonalities, rhythm, nor 

ssjohnson, p.128. 
®®Calenti, p.31. 
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timbre governed his perception of color to the degree that 

harmonies did. A read-through of a musical score induced 

color-vision, cuid that response was replicated in subsequent 

readings of the same score. 

Messiaen summarized his experience of synesthetic 

perceptions of visual color and music. 

I am . . . affected by a sort of synesthesia, more in it^ 

mind than in it^ bocSly, that allows me, when I hear music 

and also when I read it, to see inwardly, in mind's 

eye, colors that move with the music; and I vividly 

sense these colors, and sometimes I've precisely 

indicated their correspondence in it^ scores. Obviously 

one should be able to prove this relationship 

scientifically, but I cannot.®® 

As a composer, he purposely used a language intended to 

elicit particular responses. Though non-chromesthetes would 

never perform or hear his music with a sensibility common to 

Messiaen, the validity of his color language cuid resulting 

con^ositional craft remains. The phenomenological product of 

the color lainguage and corresponding musical inplements are 

Jonathan w. Bernard, "Colour," in The Messiaen Companion, edited by 
Peter Hill. p.205. 
®®Messiaen, Music and Color: Conversations with Claude Samuel, p.40. 
®^Even among chromesthetes the color would not be experienced uniformly 
or universally. 
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discovered in the works, though the color-vis ion perception 

is not available to all who hear or study the score. 

Messiaen used his modes o£ limited transposition as 

vehicles to create the "colors" of his musical inspiration 

and musical visualization. Jonathan w. Bernard's studies 

reveal that this technique is used in works as early as the 

Preludes (1929) , through later piano works, including Vingt 

regards (1944) cuad Catalogue d'oiseaux (1958) 

Transpositions of modes 2, 3, 4, cuid 6 appear frequently 

in correspondence with colors and color complexes. Messiaen 

specified the colors of these modes, documented in various 

interviews. The colors specified in the chart. Figure 3, 

were discussed by the composer with interviewer Claude 

Samuel.32 iphg colors in Figure 4 axe presented here, derived 

from the research of Bernard. 

'"Bernard, 'Colour", p.206. 
'^Bernard, "Coloxir*, p.206. 
'^Messiaen, Music and Color, p.64. 
'^Bernard, "Colour", p.207. 



Moda Tranaposltlon Dominant Colors Additional Colors Shapes 

Gray, cobalt blue, 

deep Prussian blue. Blue-violet rocks 
violet-purple, speckled with 
gold, red, ruby, little gray cubes; 
mauve, black, Stars of mauve. 

Mod^ 2 First Blue-violet white. black, and white. 

Gold and silver 
spirals; 

Background of brown 

Gold, silver, and ruby-red 
Mode 2 Second Gold and Brown brown, ruby-red. vertical stripes. 

Light green, Green foliage with 
prairie green, specks of blue, 
blue, silver. silver, and reddish 

Mode 2 Third Green reddish orange. orange. 

Orange, red, green. 
gold, milky white 
with iridescent, 
opaline 

Mode 3 First Orange reflections. 
Horizontally 
layered stripes; 
flaming gold 

letters (script 
Dark gray, mauve, unknown); little 
light gray, white. red or blue arcs, 
pale yellow. very thin, very 
flaming gold, red, f ine, hardly 

Mode 3 Second Gray and mauve blue. visible. 

a 
[D 
in 

n 
d 
m 
0 
0 

-J 
lO 



Mode Transposition Dominant Colors ---- ------------- - -·- - ------ --------·· 

Yellow and 
Mode 4 Third violet 

----·---- -------------

Mode 4 Fourth Deep violet 
--------------

Mode 4 Fifth Violet ------- -- - --- --- --- ---- ---

Mode 4 Sixth Carmine red 
-------- ----------

Mode 6 First Golden 
- ------------

Mode 6 Second Brown 
-- -

Transparent 
Mode 6 Third sulphur yellow 

---- r------ ---- -- ---- -
Yellow, violet, 

Mode 6 Fourth black 

Additional Colors 
- ---------------

----

White, purple 
violet 

Mauve, deep violet 
-- - -----· ----- ·-------

Purplish blue, 
grey -mauve, grey -
rose 
·----

- --·- ------------
Russet, orange, 
violet 
-- -·-------

Mauve, Pruss ian 
blue, brown 
purplish-blue 

L__---~------- ---~- -----

Shapes 
1---

White with violet 
design; violet 
veined with white 

Carmine red 
reflections 

----

Mauve reflections, 
little patches of 
Prussian blue and 
brown purplish-blue! 

~ertical bands 

...J 
w 
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Pitch classes in and of themselves do not determine 

Messiaen's color-sound, though colors lighten or darken with 

rising or falling pitch. Specific statements that describe 

this are well-documented in Messiaen's address. Conference de 

Notre-Daiae, as well as in a variety of other interviews emd 

writings. 

It is childish to attribute a color to each note. It is 

not isolated soxands which produce colors, but chords, or 

better, ccsi^lexes of sounds. Each conplex of sounds has 

a well-defined color. This color may be reproduced in 

cuiy octave, but will be normal in mid-range, diffused 

towards white (that is, lighter) rising to a higher 

range, auid toned down by black (that is, darker) 

descending to a lower range. On the other hand, if we 

transpose our chord half-step by half-step, at each 

half-step it will change color. 

Bernard proposes that Messiaen makes particular 

reference also to non-modal soxind conplexes, since none of 

the color combinations mentioned in the Conference resorible 

modal color correspondency evident elsewhere in the 

repertoire. In addition, the modes of limited treuisposition 

cauinot be subjected to as meiny as the twelve trsuispositions 

discussed in the address. 

®*Messiaen, Conference Address. 
'^Bernard, 'Colour*, p.212. 
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In the Technique treatise, the chord on the dominant, 

Exaitple 16, is given as the sonority that includes all notes 

of the major scale. Exairple 17 shows the chord of resonance, 

which uses all the notes of the third Mode of Limited 

Transposition. In Messiaen's compositions, these two chords 

are evocative of the stained-glass window effect, or a multi

colored vision of spectacular intensity.®® 

Example 16; Chord on the Dominant 

Example 17: Chord of Resonance 

• J  

Bernard reports that Messiaen's compositions dating from 

the 1960s begin to use additional color formulas: 

®®Messiaen, Technique, p.50. 
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Around this time we also begin to hear about 'turning 

chords,' 'chords of contracted resonance' and 'chords of 

inverted transposition' as coloured phenomena. None of 

these is ever defined, either in terms of harmonic/pitch 

structure or in terms of the specific colours they 

evoke; all that is really clear about them is that they 

are non-modal.®"^ 

The next example illustrates the immediate juxtaposition 

of birdsong to non-bird material, and the effectiveness of 

Messiaen's color technique. Measures 87-89 of Le Courlis are 

marked as wave material, and have the characteristic quasi 

12-tone, bass register, dark, almost black, sound quality. 

Abruptly entering with single notes in measure 90, first in 

the middle register, then to the treble register of the 

piano, a single E-flat becomes a new intrusion of tonal color 

in the landscape of murky waters. The single E-flat 

immediately elides as a pedal-point of E-flat tonal center, 

providing upper partials within the red colored E-flat 

harmony of the entering bird, the Redshank. This interesting 

excerpt shows the characteristic techniques of immediate 

juxtaposition, sectionalization, and color-code language, 

specifically Messiaen's link of birds' colored markings to 

the composer's subjective colored sonorities. These insights 

can offer the pianist considerable extra-musical 

^'^Bernard, "Colour", pp.211-212. 
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understanding to contribute to a performance of greater 

integrity, cohesion, and nuance. 

Ex~le 18: Le Cour]is rnm.86-90. 

~ Un 

(san .~· pid.) 'ti . 

Chevalie r Gambette 

q+ . 
8 ·· ...... .... ......... : 

(sans pid.) 

Reproduced by permiss i on . Editions Al phonse Ledu c & Co., Paris, Fr ance. 

In the Catalogue, Messiaen depicts the Herring Gull's 

distinctive noises with passages such as the excerpt in 

Example 19. Pitch classes in measures 63 and following are: 

D-flat, D, E-flat, E, F, G, A, B-flat, and B. It is clear 

that only three pitch classes remain to be included in this 

group. Yet, note the similarity in the set used in Example 

19a, namely: D, E-flat, E, F, G-flat, G, A-flat, A, B-flat, 

and B. Example 19 lacks only the G-flat and A-flat; while 

Example 19a lacks the D-flat. Otherwise, the groups 
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entertain identical pitch classes, and involve the identical 

register of the piano. This author suggests that the 

similarity may not only be that the birdsongs transcribed 

have a common natural sound to the composer, but that a color 

code, that of yellow, may also have been employed. 

Supporting this idea is the fact that the Herring Gull 

(Goeland argente) and the Moorhen (Poule d'eau) have in 

common a yellow bill and beak. 

Ex~le 19: Le Courlis mrn 61-70. 

T r e"" v lf ( • = 176) 
Go e land argente 

Un p e I t ( j) 72 ) 

Vn vcu lent 

.tr f ,..s vngues) u . ~ n = 
!z::. = , --r" " 1"- l ' 

-

"!!' (/ 'I I ~ ,~ • ~ ;. G'~ .ff 
I • ~ !o.., A .. : 

1'f I > ~ , :::± 1-; II ' 4 :::! 
#~ san .f pid. 

Un pc u '\' If ( ~ = 132 ) 
~ ~ ~ - 5 

r. 2 c~,~ h: ~ • ~ • q_;~~ 
.J 

f 
ll 

.; 
1 2 

r 

.tr ====-
~ ~ 

1 ~ . ~ t 
s ~- s 

~0. * 

* 
> 

bl ~~ ~.$ .~. q.a.~ 
, . 

,. 
f -===-= ff ====-

~ 

II ":' 

4/L (. = 7 2) ~ 
-\ 

~" ' if -'t ~ -

f.. "!f ~ ~-; 
: 

---
· ~..- ~ 

* srzns p Pd. 

~ ---=== qr.~~#~ 3 
2 

;_./ ~ "J ~ 

f 'lb. A\ ) 
: 

5 c:::o-- 2 ~ 3 
~0. * 

* 

Reproduced by permission. Editions Alphonse Leduc & Co., Paris, France. 



Examcle 19a: catalogue d'oiseaux, La Bouscarle 

mm.l97-200. 

(sar.s sourd.) 
(saus p i d .) 
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* 

Reproduced by permission. Edit i ons Al phonse Ledu c & Co ., Par i s, Fra nc e. 

Le courliS cenctre, #13 trom catalogue d'oiseaux 

This piece is set at the western edge of France, on the 

island of Ushant, off the bleak Brittany coast. The birdlife 

in this scene is quite different from all other works of the 

Catalogue, and no bird in this piece, except the Herring 

Gull, has been heard in the twelve pieces which precede. 

The Curlew is a large grey-brown bird with streaked, 

russet markings and a long curved beak. Its sad, slow, 

tremulous song is marked by chromatic ascents, trills, and a 

repeated glissando. Messiaen heard in its song the bird's 

expression of the desolate seashore habitat. This piece 

paints a landscape of waves, surf, fog, black night, jagged 

rocks, multiple water birds, the lighthouse horn, and the 

composer's idea of uultimate dread. ll98 

98Trans l ation by Pop l e, Piano Music, 1990. 
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The piece opens with pedal points in E-flat minor, three 

octaves above which a single fragment of the song of the 

Curlew warbles in three repetitions of a phrase of eight 

rapid sixteenth-note values (eighth-note equals 120 beats per 

minute), the final note being a B-flat approached from below 

(Exanple 20). Messiaen's chord construct in the two treble 

staves may at first glance appear to include accon^cuiiment to 

the Curlew's song. However, this is not the case, and the 

harmonies here are ambiguous and non-functional. The 

con5>lete sonority is built throughout the entire phrase, with 

dampers raised, and lacks only one notated pitch class (F) 

out of the twelve. The sixteenth-note chord constructs cuad 

resultcuit resonances have the individual and collaborative 

effect of imitating the timbre of the Curlew's call, being 

one of numerous examples which demonstrate Messiaen's 

customary treatment of birdsong with sonority and timbre. 

The piece is non-tonal, homophonic, and contextually 

dissonant. The notes of the upper treble staves may appear 

to achieve a semblcuice of small-scale functional harmonic 

resolution. This is heard melodically in the repeated 

diminished fourth eventually narrowing to a minor third, 

followed by the chromatic rise to B-flat at the end of the 

phrase, finally in consonance with the bass stave E-flat-

minor chord. This quasi-resolution is also inqplied, though 

in another key, in the accarpeinying strong V-I of the "second 

soprano" B-E (also in the "alto" voice, in its imitation of 
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the soprano melody, a semi-tone displaced). The B-E voice 

may be perceived as a precedent of the opening theme for it 

appears transposed to E minor in the fourth and fifth 

repetitions (mm 4-5, Example 21). 

Example 20; Le courlis cendre, m 1. 

Mode ~ (2.) 
1 

Mode re ( }.= 120) 

Mode ~(1) 

Examt)le 21: Le courlis cendre, mm 4-s. 

8················-·················································································································-···--····· 
4 L 

~ ·· --: 
f; .. i~ ~. )~ i • .}~ ~---~----EM . - ,,,, __ ------""'--., - . 

-f 
I I 

.. - • - - - - .. - I- _, -
l~'--~~--'·~-=-~-4-~---~----'----::,;:____.;:'"-d.;:_---'~__.:._--~-___._---

e; .---··· > ~-------------

' ~ ---
. 
a; 

* 
~--· 

Em 

Reproduced by permission. Editions Alphonse Leduc & Co., Paris, France. 
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Messiaen frequently included extra-musical references to 

color in the score. In the fifth movement of Sept halkal 

(1962), Messiaen has marked the opening chord played by the 

strings 'rouge' (red. Example 22). This chord is coit^jared to 

predominately E-flat major sonorities foiind in the piano solo 

cadenza depicting the red-marked Grey Cardinal in Des canyons 

aixx Stoiles, section III, movement 12 (1971-74, Example 23) . 

Example 22: Sent halkai. V: m.l. (rouae) 

Example 2:^: Des canvons aux S^tniles. IIT/12. after R.43 

^ Scale: F 6 D 

8 

Sonority ; 

^7Sca:e: 

Reproduced by permission. Editions Alphonse Leduc & Co., Paris, France. 
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As shown in the preceding examples and the two which 

follow, Messiaen manifested a definite preference for E-flat 

sonorities in correlation with red hues in works spanning 

nearly a twenty year period. Following the Grey Cardinal 

(Example 23) is the song of the Mockingbird, presented as E

flat sonorities (Example 24). E-flat is also the predominant 

tonality found throughout Le rouge-gorge (Robin, Example 25), 

from Petites esquisses d'oiseaux, written in 1985. 

Example 24: Des can,yons aux etoiles. rrr/12. m 220. 

izo 
~ ~ ~~~~: ~ .... 

Sonoelty : E~ ~ A), sW _ I; # . 1 l #~ ~ : 

~ 
~ . 

1 r I r . 1 

ff I I 

I I 

wJ, ~-ii ,1; ': 

I I • I 
I 

EP 5CJ!e: E~ f: G A~ BP C D & ' : ~ -.- . 

~ . ~ ~ . 

Reproduced by permission. Editions Alphonse Leduc & Co., Paris, France. 
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Examt)le 2s: Petites esa;uisses d'oiseaux, Le rouge-gorge 

{Robin) nun 1-10, 

Modere ( ), ~ 88) 

m 

l~p~~~mf~~~~ 
\ " .~ 

~. ~. 

6" ~----- , rd 5q~~-_J~1 Vif ( ~~ = 184 ) 
dr. dessu.s 

~~ 
'1.:.o. 

~-

Un peu vi f ( ~~ = 120) 
Rouge --------------------------, 

orge O 
: ~-

Reproduced by permission. Editions Alphonse Leduc & Co., Paris, France. 
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As the sonorities shown are broken down into the pitch 

class sets and compared to the modes of limited 

transposition, no mode can be found that exactly matches any 

of the 'red' sets. These examples from several works 

illustrate that even without subscribing to one of the modes 

of limited transposition, the composer derives a similar 

harmony in each case. 

The Curlew, Example 26, having russet, or red-brown, 

streaked markings, sounds its entrance with an obscured 

tonality, yet with the evident E-flat-minor pedal point (red 

connotation). At the same time, the Curlew's grey-brown body 

color and russet markings are depicted with melodic (linear), 

rather than harmonic allusions to Messiaen's mode 6, second 

transposition. 99 

Exanu;,le 26: Le courlis cendre. m. 1. 

Cuurlis cenLl r e 
~ • $············ ··········· ····· ····· · ······· · 

:\Io1~1· _; (~l=~Z(b ;/>~~:~_:L:1 --~----._..--..:...__ r_ f 
Ii oo ~ ..... .__Jr- #I"' .. ~~===lf=- ~ 

L~-- ..... r •:.· -~~ -· .:: 
-' - .., - -: J - -

j 
.., Moof lo(,) ~ r 1 

111/' (jlii. fr, lrzsle) - p 

) ~} Mooe u (:£'h. · .. I I I I i ' ~ 
'« ~---~~~~ 

) s;.~ ~- = - -· ~ : I 

.., '• ~I 

I 
.\ 

, .. ~ I 
\ - ,~ -; / &! -6-

µ -~ * 

Reproduced by permission. Editions Alphonse Leduc & Co., Paris, France. 

99Mode 6(2). 



Bxample 27; sixth Mode of Limited Transposition 

First Transposition 

86 

$ 8ii_ ttu ^ LI 

C D E F F # G # A # B C  

Second Transposition 

Am O 
T?—ife:— J ^ —«— 

C# D# F# B C# 

Example 28, from Des canyons aux Stoiles, IV, is marked 

mode 6(2) in the composer's prefatory remarks to the 

movement, where he also names the colors inherent in the 

mode: brown, russet, orange, and purple.As in the subtle 

linear reference to mode 6(2) in Example 26, the excerpt here 

also illustrates the mode used melodically, imbedded in 

complex modal sonorities employed for the effect of their 

timbre. 

ioOjjggsiaen. Des canyons aux 4coiles, iv. Paris: LeDuc, 197 8. 
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E:xarwle 28: Des canyons aux <§toiles IV. m 36. 

13/.J Un peu lent ( J: 80) 
MOPE ~(2) pre&&ez 

~ I 

t h; . Lb ... Jl~~ l ~~;: Lb~~ H' l: ~~' . - .~·- u 

fg(~~·\, '\. 
pp "p cresc. .If 

. " · ~.. " ~~~:e . b~i L~#i ~~~i bqq j 

-.:r , - -- I~ ~ ~ ;. 

lk ,, ,; : :~ ... i .... ~ ..... ; ... : ... :h, I : 
~ , 

Moos: to(i) 

Reproduced by permission. Editions Alphonse Leduc & co., Paris, France. 

Black is a color which contains the darkest blend of all 

the colors, and all the sounds, and corresponds to Messiaen's 

use of the combined twelve pitch classes. In Example 29 a 

piano solo excerpt from Reveil des Oiseaux cameos the 

appearance of the Blackcap (fauvette a tete noire) I in which 

all twelve tones are heard in the birdsong. This passage may 

be compared to two passages from Le Courlis, Examples 30 and 

31, where the black-headed gull and boldly marked black and 

white oystercatcher make their respective appearances, also 

in twelve-tone songs. 
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Black-colored birds may have in common a twelve-tone 

pitch class set, and their songs may be written in similar 

registers of the keyboard, with figures that vary most 

obviously in rhythm and punctuation. Not only the black-

colored birds appear with the twelve-tone set. The same 

pitches, register, and familiar vertical timbres are used for 

the songs of a variously marked, yet predominantly brown 

bird, the garden warbler (Fauvette des jardins) . The garden 

warbler appears with twelve-tone treatment in La Fauvette des 

jardins {1970) and Un vitrail et des oiseaux (1986). 

Exarncle 29: Reveil des oiseaux, R.28. 

©1955. Editions Durand, Paris. Reproduced by permission. 
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Ex~le 30: Le courl is cendre . liUJ\. 4 4 - 4 5 • 

St ern e Cauge k Mou e tte rieuse 

Ex~le 31; Le courlis cenare . rom. 105-106. 

* 

Reproduced by permission. Editions Alphonse Leduc & Co., Paris, France. 
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Le bals&r de 1'Rnfant-JSsus. i^XV from Vinat R&as-rds sur 

This suite of tone poems for solo piano was written with 

the piemo virtuoso Yvonne Loriod in mind. Loriod's technical 

capablities were a great source of inspiration for Messiaen's 

piano works. 

The twenty pieces feature cyclic themes with 

programmatic elanents, the theology of which is explained in 

the con?)Oser's preface to each piece in the cycle. The cycle 

progresses from cm "evocation of God the Father to a 

cel^ration of the Church of Love", during which the conposer 

places music marked by points of energy (#6, 10, 18), and 

music marked by points of repose (#7, ii, 19) . Pople notes 

that "several later movements contain this fundamental 

contrast of mood within themselves," rather thcua paired (as 

in the pairs numbered 6/7, lO/li, 18/19) 

Numeric symbolism provides a very significant formal 

substructure for Vingt Regards. Every fifth piece (#1, 5, 

10, 15, 20) is a glimpse of a Divine subject. XV, Le baiser 

de 1'Enfant-J4SUS, is prefaced by the following remarks, 

which provide a program for the piece as it evolves: 

At each conmunion, the Christ-child sleeps with us near 

the gates of Heaven; then opens them on to the garden of 

creation cmd hastens in all His radiance to embrace us. 

J-O-J-pople, 1992, p.4. 
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The Theme of God as a lullaby. The sunshine - the 

garden - the arms outstretched towards love - the kiss -

the shadow of the kiss . 102 

Le baiser opens with the 11 theme of God as a lullaby" in 

the left hand, reminiscent of the cyclic motive that appears 

throughout the suite. As the preface notes indicate, 11 Sleep" 

is the quality of the opening section, evidenced in the 

stillness of the music and the slowness of tempo. Consistent 

with other appearances of the 11 Theme of God," the color mode 

in use is that of octatonic Mode 2, blue-violet. The tonal 

center is F-sharp major. 

The opening measures suffice to illustrate the manner in 

which F-sharp major is established throughout the piece as 

the tonal center. 

Example 32: "Le baiser" mm.l-3. 

1 Tres lent, cal me ( •\ss) 
(Le somme i I ) 

l 
,., II I! 

~ , - ~ ?P ,_ ~ = ~ "'!" "$:' 
_, 

~ 
pp pp - 1'P 
.;. 1111 ;; - . • - ; -i- ull = -

: 

( The~e de Dieu en berceuse ) r ppp jJPP 

©1947. Editions Durand, Paris. Reproduced by permission. 

102Translation in Pople, 1992, p.9. 



At measure 63, the "garden" appears, subsequent to the 

first climax of the piece. The "theme of God" still figures 

as the main subject, underneath which Messiaen writes a 

joyous, sparkling scale figuration on blue-violet Mode 2. 

Ex~le 33: 11Le baiser" rnrn.63-67. 

Mode r e ()\=112 ) 
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©1947. Edi tions Durand, Paris. Reproduced by permission. 
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Measures 73-78 feature the "theme of chords." Example 

34 shows the theme of chords, which thematically functions 

more as a complex of sonorities rather than a melodic theme. 

Shown in Example 35 is the "theme of chords" as it appears 

in measures 73-78 of Le baiser. The "theme of chords" 

includes pitches primarily from Mode 3. As such, it is 

consistent in Messiaen's expression of the color blue-green, 

or orange with blue, blue-green. 

Examgle 34: Theme of Chords 

©1947. Editions Durand, Paris. Reproduced by permission. 
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Examt>le 35: "Le baiser" rom. 7 3-7 8. 
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©1947 . Editions Durand, Paris. Reproduced by permission. 
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Conclusion 

The two pieces chosen to focus the examination of 

Messiaen's techniques in this paper offer interesting 

comparisons. Le baiser appears to acShere throughout to a 

mono-chromatic color theme. Le Courlis has multifarious 

color themes due to the many chaxacters presented as part of 

the bird habitat. 

This stud^ demonstrates that within the piano repertory 

written by Messiaen there is internal consistency in the 

composer's use of pitch, register, harmony, mode, rhythm, 

timbre, and texture to suggest light/color in music. 

Messiaen's extra-musical references to color are 

sometimes literal, and sometimes metaphorical. However 

sxibjective the corrposer's inspiration of sound/color/light 

may be for a work's inception, the conpositional devices used 

are exacting, substantive, and phenomeijological. 

Messiaen's musical language speaks with blocks of soiind 

rather than functional harmony, organized within 

unconventional rhythmic and modal systems, and sometimes 

conceived as colors seen and heard suspended in time (as 

colors on a painter's canvas). 

The impact of Messiaen's xinique voice is probably more 

apparent at this time in history than it has ever been 

before. In anticipation of the final years of this 

millenium, all the world now reflects on what has transpired 

in the last century, as well as the entire millenium. 
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Messiaen's life work spanned a considerable portion of the 

twentieth century. Globally speedcing, the people of this 

centiiry have witnessed vast explorations in art, music, 

culture, and technology. Messiaen's individual role, his 

nvstical views, numerous con?)ositions, catalogues of 

birdsong, and langiiage of color now ccmes more cleaxly into 

focus. His life emd artistic contribution continues to 

maintain its place with integrity. 

As White summarizes. 

Outstanding cotiposers who were also significant music 

theorists appeared very infrequently prior to 1900. 

[Messiaen is one who] took the time to write down in 

words some significant aspects of the theory behind his 

art.i03 

It is too early to fully know the magnitude of influence of 

twentieth-century con?)osers. Yet, Messiaen is in cort^jany 

with and has taught several considerably influential 

conposers, teachers, and theorists; among these are Arnold 

Schoenberg, Alban Berg, Anton webem, Elliott Carter, Milton 

Babbitt, Iannis Xenakis, Harry Partch, emd Howard Hanson. 

Mcuay Europecui composers were significeuitly influenced 

after world War II by Messiaen's extensions of serialism into 

rhythm. His Mode de valeurs et d' intensitSs (1949), of the 

•^°3white, p.37 5. 
"^White, p.375. 
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Quatre 4tudes, fertilized young creative minds like Pierxe 

Boulez and Karlheinz Stockhausen. 

[Mode de valeurs et d' intensit4s] came as a revelation 

to Boulez, Stockhausen and other young conposers who 

were seeking to build on the achievements of the Second 

Viennese school, for to them it suggested a path beyond 

even the detailed organization of Webem's last 

corrpositions and thus acted as a catalyst in their 

development of the principle of total serialism... 

Messiaen instructed, inspired, and illuminated paths for 

niomerous coitposers, encouraging essential vision and energy 

for an entire generation of contemporary composers and 

musicians. 

Messiaen produced an immense bod^ of coirpositions in a 

very unique language, which is considered difficult, 

unplayable, or incommunicable, by some. However, a stud^ of 

his works, such as set forth here, renders his music ripe for 

exploration, discovery, and enjoyment. 

He did not offer up his music without a key to unlock 

its masteries. Messiaen's long-promised cind long-awaited 

Traits de ryttme, de couleur et d'omithologie (now in 

preparation and pxoblication) is to include "lists of chords 

with all transpositions and all the corresponding colours." 

In addition, there will be "musical analyses of the way in 

1988, p.7. 
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which the colours are in motion with the xmisic." As said by 

the con?)oser, "No doubt that'll be a bit bizaxre. 

^°®Messiaen quoted in Almuc RSSler, Contributions to the Spiritual World 
of Olivier Measiaen, p. 86. 
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